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This study analyzed 8K posts regarding COVID-19 patients seeking medical assistance on a Chinese
microblogging platform to understand the affordance and limitations of microblogging services for
help-seeking during crises.
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Introduction

In large-scale crises, local emergency services sometimes fail to provide timely
and adequate assistance to the affected population due to limited bandwidth
and resources.

In this case, some people turn to seek help from social media.
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CBS News. Houston Emergency O cials Tell 911 Callers Not to Hang up. 2017
CGTN. Graphics: Does Wuhan have enough hospital beds for coronavirus pa ents? 2022
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Introduction

Microblogging services provide functions such as posting and hashtags,
allowing people to create and spread help requests to a broader audience,
and have been widely used in many crises around the world.
Help requests in Houston Flood [1]

Help requests in COVID-19 on Weibo

Successful cases

Functions:

“My mom was diagnosed on Jan 30.
Doctors say she must take oxygen to
stay alive, but she hasn't been
hospitalized. Please save us!”

“Over 3,000 help requests on
Weibo have been reported to the
government....”

2015 Chennai Rain [2] 2011 Queensland Flood [3]

But, is microblogging an effective tool for help-seeking in an emergency?
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Background

A case study that examines how COVID patients seeking help on Weibo, the
community they gathered (#COVID-19 patient seek help [super-topic]#, or the
help-seeking super-topic), and the microblogging functions they used.
Weibo

1. Requests for
assistance (with
phone number)
COVID-19
patients/caregivers

Help-seeking
community

Other locations

The help-seeking supertopic’s homepage

Posts must follow a template

“Name]
[Age]
[City]
[Address & Community]
[Date of Illness Onset]
Contact Number]
[Other Emergency Contacts]
[Symptom Description]”
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Background

A case study that examines how COVID patients seeking help on Weibo, the
community they gathered (#COVID-19 patient seek help [super-topic]#, or the
help-seeking super-topic), and the microblogging functions they used.
Weibo
2. Collect requests

1. Requests for
assistance (with
phone number)
COVID-19
patients/caregivers

Help-seeking
community

4. Report cases

Volunteer organization(s)

Authorities/local NGOs

Other locations
3. Verify the conditions by phone

5. Provide relief
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RQs

Research Questions
(RQ1) What microblogging functions were used for help-seeking and how
effective is it for this purpose?
(RQ2) How did COVID-19 patients use microblogging functions to seek
assistance?
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Method
Data Collection

Annotated 2K
Weibo posts from
the help-seeking
super-topic and
other loca ons

Trained a BERT
classi er
1=help request; 0=other;
98% acc and F1

Classi ed 100M
Weibo posts
related to
COVID-19

Extract 8K help
requests

From Jan - May, 2020

Collected from wuhancrisis.com;
2 annotators; Cohen kappa: 0.82

Data Analysis
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Extract 8K help
requests

RQ1:
Content
analysis

RQ2:
Trend analysis,
controlled
interrupted me
series analysis
(CITS)
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Results (RQ1)

In total, nine microblogging functions were used for help-seeking. Posts to the
help-seeking super-topic were easier to identify, gain retweets, and managed
by help providers than posts to personal timelines.
Help-seeking super-topic: post on the
help-seeking community

“Name] XXX
[Age] 71
[City] Wuhan
…
[Symptom Description] My parents
had been self-isolated at home
since Jan 25, until Feb 1. During
the self-isolation, they were
experiencing low fever, nausea,
and no appetite ... Please help us!!

Regular posting: create a post in personal timelines

"A friend in Wuhan currently has a fever and
wants to go to the hospital, but can't get a taxi.
Can anyone in Wuhan with cars help with a
ride?The address is:…”

↙Images of diagnostics
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Results (RQ1)

Microblogging functions for help-seeking have four limitations: 1) search, 2)
tracking, 3) ease of use, and 4) privacy protection.
Misuse of the help-seeking super-topic

Misuse of the mention function

The user men oned a non-exis ng in uencer to ask for help
Despite following the template, the request was made on
personal timeline instead of the help-seeking super-topic
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Results (RQ2)

Until the help-seeking super-topic was created and hit the trending list, most
requests were made by regular posting, but even after that, people didn't
make a significant switch to the super-topic, though it is more effective.
Gain public attention
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Conclusion & Implication

• A centralized managed channel (i.e., super-topic) can support more effective
communication between help-seekers and volunteers than regular
microblogging functions (e.g., posting).

But a trade-off need be considered: developing new technologies or
improving existing ones?

• Four limitations for existing microblogging services need to be improved in
the future
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Thank you!
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